
CSS OnDemand 
FAQs

Everything you need to know about
our next-gen gig customer

experience ecosystem

Before we get into the details of CSS OnDemand, let’s take 

a step back and understand the gig economy, gig worker, 

and gig support platform, the disruptive concepts on which 

CSS OnDemand is built.



If you have ever used the Uber/Lyft app to call a cab, the

Airbnb app to book a homestay, or the DoorDash app to

order food from nearby restaurants, then you have

participated in this section of the economy.

The gig economy involves the exchange of services by gig

workers, on a short-term and payment-by-task basis, to

the clients via digital platforms. It is also called "freelancer

economy", "agile workforce “or "sharing economy".

What is the gig economy?

In simple terms, gig workers are freelancers or independent contractors, who generally do temporary or

short-term work for a fee. At CSS Corp, we leverage gig workers who have extensive experience with either a

technology ecosystem or a specific brand of product/service. We call them “Gig Peer Experts”.

What are gig workers?
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A gig support platform leverages the gig economy workforce for providing customer service and technical

support to end-users of your product or service. These platforms are usually digital marketplaces that

connect clients with suitable gig workers. Various platforms may offer additional features like quality

assurance, smart routing, and intelligent automation.

What is a gig support platform?



Now that we have learned all about the gig model of work, let us move on 
to understand CSS OnDemand and what makes it unique.

CSS OnDemand is an ecosystem of on-demand services that combine the power of a gig platform built

on patented technology with gig experts to provide an elevated, personalized, and frictionless peer-to-

peer support experience across multiple channels. CSS OnDemand harnesses passionate and

knowledgeable freelance talent from across the globe who know, love and are expert users of your

customers’ product or service.

What is CSS OnDemand?
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How is CSS OnDemand different 
from other gig customer experience 
offerings in the market?

Unlike other gig support platforms, CSS OnDemand

sources and rigorously screens each applicant to

ensure that only highly qualified experts are

onboarded. With little to no training, the expert

network can quickly scale up and down to meet

the dynamic needs of our customers. Most

importantly, CSS OnDemand services are offered

in a success-based pricing model, so you pay only

for resolved contacts. Our patented algorithms for

intent identification, routing, and reputation

ranking, amongst other items ensure the highest

quality outcomes interaction after interaction.

Is the platform safe?

Yes, it is absolutely safe and embedded with

enterprise-grade security standards. Our platform is

SOC 2 Type II, GDPR, and CCPA compliant.



There are three core engagement models that can be further customized per the clients’
requirements. These models are:

What are the different engagement models being offered by CSS OnDemand?

1. Gig Peer Expert Model – An elevated peer-to-peer support experience where inquiries are routed to Gig

Peer Experts with expertise on the client’s product or service. The result is an authentic and empathetic

customer experience.

2. Gig Certified Expert Model – Domain-specific gig certified professionals staffed and trained for what

clients need and when they need them, without being bound by constraints of conventional operations.

The result is predictable scaling while still providing an intimate level of support.

3. Full-Time Expert Model – The full-time support expertise that CSS Corp delivers on every interaction to

create exceptional experiences for our clients’ customers. This has been the bedrock of our longstanding

relationships with our existing customers.

If you want to know more about our engagement models. You can write to us at -

Peter.Thalman@csscorp.com
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What kind of support is best suited for this gig model?

This gig model is suitable for providing support to simple, medium, and complex service requests related to

your product usage, troubleshoot and user’s issues, raised via the contact form, email tickets, asynchronous

messaging, live chat, and phone (coming soon).

mailto:Peter.Thalman@csscorp.com


What information is available to 
the Gig Peer Expert?

The information being shared with Gig Peer

Expert to CSS OnDemand depends on the

solution design. Typically, companies pass the

user's full name or first name and the user's

email address, which allows them to display first

names and send the users an email if they

receive an expert response when they are not

online. In addition, CSS OnDemand receives the

question text and selected metadata. User full

names and email addresses are never displayed

to Gig Peer Experts. In addition, they only see the

personally identifiable information (PII) filtered

question text and the metadata that has been

selected to be displayed to experts.

Who provides the equipment like 

laptops, headphones, etc. to the 

Gig Peer Experts?

Gig Peer Experts use their equipment to provide

customer support. We have a detailed system

equipment policy, which we share with Gig Peer

Experts at the time of registration.

How do we ensure the quality of responses for the customers?

CSS OnDemand platform enables peer-to-peer review. Our Gig Peer Experts vote on the answer quality and

give feedback to peers, ensuring that your customers consistently receive the highest level of service. Over

95% of all responses are peer-reviewed for quality and consistency. Additionally, the CSS OnDemand also

incentivizes experts for writing automated content for repetitive requests. Our Gig Peer Expert solution

boasts over 90% CSAT and resolution rates, with a 95% expert satisfaction level and a significant increase in

NPS.

Apart from this, the platform ensures high performers are rewarded by automatically routing more work to

them using our reputation engine. Each Gig Peer Expert’s reputation is built and maintained based on peer

reviews, customer feedback, and response time. This helps ensure that the network grows stronger,

organically.

Can we integrate the CSS OnDemand with your existing systems?

Yes, the CSS OnDemand integrates with leading CRM platforms and messaging applications, recording

support interactions, and engaging agents when needed. Some of the well-known systems are Microsoft

Dynamics, Oracle Service Cloud, Zendesk, Salesforce Service Cloud, etc. For front end integrations, we have

a Real Time Messenger (RTM), APIs and Webhooks.
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For more information, contact info@csscorp.com www.csscorp.com

What is the process to onboard experts on the CSS OnDemand platform?

CSS OnDemand harnesses passionate and knowledgeable freelance talent from across the globe who know,

love, and are expert users of our customers’ products, to provide an elevated yet empathetic support from

a user perspective. We source and rigorously screen each applicant to ensure that only highly qualified

experts are onboarded. With little to no training, the expert network can quickly scale up and down to meet

the dynamic needs of our customers.

We identify and invite cohorts of independent experts who have the skills and knowledge needed to deliver

excellent customer service. Depending on your preference, you can participate in the recruiting process or

let us manage it end-to-end.

Our thorough vetting process consists of skills assessment and writing tests, to ensure that experts have the

required expertise, communication skills, language requirements, and empathy to provide great support.

We’ll ask for your input to ensure our vetting process is customized to your products and services, and that

only high performers are allowed onto the platform.

After experts are approved, they are invited to join the CSS OnDemand and complete a series of

educational courses. These courses ensure experts have proven mastery of how to use the platform, are

familiar with customer service best practices, and have agreed to abide by our strict code of conduct. We

continue to monitor performance and availability to ensure we have a high-performing network to not only

meet but exceed your expectations.

How do you source experts?

Our focus is to recruit experts, who can passionately

and knowledgeably represent our customers. The

experts we seek typically aren’t interested in working

full-time for a company and do not have an interest in

call centre work.

We seek people who are experts in the specific

products and services our customers sell. They are

often users. They understand how a company’s

products work in a broader technology ecosystem.

They often geek out on technology of all kinds and

love helping people solve problems. We use various

advertising, email marketing, certification programs,

and referrals to target groups of people with the

brand experience we are seeking.

If you think, we have missed something, please write

to us at: Peter.Thalman@csscorp.com
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